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NRCREP - Uranium Recovery GElS

7/
From: Harold One Feather <igmuskala@yahoo.com> .
To: <NRCREP@nrc.gov>

Date: 11/13/2007 1:01:20 PM
Subject: Uranium Recovery GElS F I

The key section that I feel is revelant for the GElS scoping is "credible accident scenarios" des'•ibing the CD

possibilities of potential terrorist threats on nuclear facilities and facility response to these threats including
their potential safety issues and public notification.

Considering that uranium is found in Native American land, I also feel that the scoping should include
hydrologic data about surface and groundwater flows as well as describing the effects of in situ recovery on
downstream and downwind jurisdictions, namely tribal, county and local governments.

The ISR GElS must also consider the fact that the "footprint" caused by in situ recovery is very large,
disturbing thousands of acres of virgin soil, and, which, by this nature, has not been studied by archeologists
or the scientific community., These facts need to be included in the GElS scoping: (1) at what time does the
potential ISR licensee contact the relevant communities and jurisdiction about the historic values
accidentally discovered in the well -field; (2) Will factors such as cultural sensitivity be included in any
mitigation measures proposed by the potential ISR licensee? If so, does the relevant cultural affiliated body
politic have any recourse or opinion in these measures?; (3) Will cultural affiliated body politic organizations
be allowed any comments during the licensing process and will their comments be alluded to as only minor
significant point of debate, thus sacrificed in the name of profit?

The other comment that I feel is necessary are background investigations on the potential licensees,
management, staff, laborers and board of advisors, if applicable. And will this investigation include financial
statements for the corporation as well as any other liabilities and financial interests in other corporations to
prevent bad personnel from operating such a dangerous activity as ISR operations. Will this investigation be
made public, distributed in newspapers and on the Internet?

Also I feel that a law and penalties for corrupt actions by the potential licensee should be further described
for the public to illuminate the dark corners often sources of contention.

Adding to this need, I also feel that a scoring system similar to most grant applications must be included as
part of the licensing process and, in the GELS.

Be a better sports nut! Let your teams follow you with Yahoo Mobile. Try it now.
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